Settle your library fines and support the recovery of Mosul University’s Library

Got library fines to settle? Pay them on our Fines Donation Day and proceeds will help send books to Mosul University’s Library in Iraq which was destroyed by IS forces in 2015.

Our Fines Donation Day will take place on:

For every £2 raised Book Aid International can send another book to Mosul University’s Library. Make a real difference to the students, faculty members and researchers in Mosul by supporting our Fines Donation Day.

To find out more, visit bookaid.org/mosul

IS forces destroyed Mosul University's Library and their whole book collection in what UNESCO called “one of the most devastating acts of destruction of library collections in human history.” Following the liberation of Mosul from IS forces, some 50,000 students and university staff returning to the university are struggling to complete their academic work without books.